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Introduction 
Dentistry often revolves around areas which are well        
understood. When we treat patients in the clinical setting,         
we are pretty confident in the aetiology and the         
pathogenesis of caries and periodontal disease. 

 

When it comes to temporomandibular disorders (TMD)       
however, this does not hold. We are not sure of either the            
aetiology or the pathogenesis. This has led to many different          
paradigms. Many of these are anecdotal and many lack a firm           
evidence base. 

 

This booklet looks at the evidence or lack thereof in 4           
controversial aspects of temporomandibular disorders.     
Included will be the relationship between occlusion and TMD         
as well as sensitization. 

 

It is not meant as an exhaustive treatise but rather as a guide             
for clinical practice. It gives us the information we need to           
inform patients of the aetiology and pathogenesis in a way          
backed by evidence and allows us to deal with patients          
preconceived, and often ill informed, ideas 
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Risk factors for developing TMD 

 

Many studies have considered risk factors for developing        

TMD. We will concentrate on the OPPERA studies which have          

been running for over a decade. 

 

OPPERA is an acronym for Orofacial Pain Prospective        

Evaluation and Risk Assessment. 

 

These studies found that TMD patients had more previous         

trauma, more parafunction, more headache reported, and a        

greater number of other pain conditions1. 

 

They also reported more functional disorders, non – pain         

symptoms in the facial area, more temporomandibular joint        

sounds and more jaw locking1. 
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They also report more neural or sensory medical conditions         

and had a worse overall medical status. 

 

On examination, these patients showed less jaw mobility and         

more jaw noises. They also had greater cervical and body          

muscle pain on palpation1. 

 

All the above showed that TMD cases differ from controls          

across almost all variables assessed. 

 

Future studies are needed to determine if these predict         

increased risk for the future development of TMD. 

 

The OPPERA study also looked at psychological risk factors         

for chronic TMD.  

 

Taken from the OPPERA study, TMD is associated with higher          

levels of psychosocial symptoms. The most noticeable of        
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these are: affective distress, somatic awareness and pain        

catastrophizing2. 

 

Future studies will determine whether these factors increase        

the risk for new incident TMD. 

 

The results of a decade of the OPPERA study can be summed            

up as: 

 

The most influential predictors of clinical TMD were3: 

1 A simple checklist of co – morbid health conditions 

2 Self – reporting of jaw parafunction 

3 The strongest psychosocial factor was frequency of       

somatic symptoms 

4 Pressure pain thresholds measured at cranial sites were        

only weakly predictive of incident TMD 

5 Deteriorating quality of sleep predicted incident TMD 
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The OPPERA study and Genetics3 

1. Three hundred genes were investigated 

2. Six SNP’s are implicated as risk factors for chronic TMD 

3. Another 6 are associated with intermediate risk 

4. Multiple SNP’s in the serotonin pathway influence the        

risk for chronic TMD 

5. The effect of stress on pain is modified by variations in           

COMT gene 

 

A number of unrelated studies have noted the association of          

TMD with depression and other psychological disabilities4,5,6,9. 

 

In children, TMD was associated with anxiety7 and        

depression8. 
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Late effects of Orofacial Trauma 

 

The immediate effects are often dramatic but are short –          

lived with often good resolution. For some, however, late         

sequelae may follow. 

 

In one study, 26% of TMD patients could identify an          

associated trauma event, while in another, 36% of a TMD          

group reported a previous head or neck injury compared to          

25% in a non – TMD group1. 

 

Trauma has been identified as a risk factor in the OPPERA           

study and patients with a history of trauma showed greater          

signs and symptoms of TMD. 
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Myogenous TMD patients can be divided into a group with a           

temporomandibular opening index (TOI) greater than 8% and        

a group with an index less than 8%. The TOI is an attenuated             

measure of endfeel distance given by the equation: 

Passive mouth opening – Active mouth opening 

TOI = X 100 

Passive mouth opening + Active mouth opening 

 

High and low TOI myogenous TMD groups differ in symptom          
severity2. 
 

In a myogenous TMD group, those with a higher TOI value           

showed a greater incidence of trauma (personal       

communication) and this would warrant further study. 

 

Patients with TMD and a history of trauma also showed more           

severe signs and symptoms and psychological dysfunction       

compared to TMD patients with no history of trauma3. 

In a study looking at 4 different trauma groups, late effects           

were greater and lasted longer in the fracture groups than in           

the non – fracture groups. 
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The patients in the group with facial trauma but no fracture,           

tended to move from an arthrogenous to a myogenous TMD.          

We. did not note this in any other group4. 

 

 

Indirect trauma 

Here we consider whiplash injury and its association with         

TMD. 

 

This is a contentious area. 
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There is a higher prevalence of signs and symptoms of TMD           

in chronic whiplash sufferers5,6,7. 

Some studies suggest that pain intensity during the initial         

phase of a whiplash injury may be a risk factor for later            

development of TMD8, It seems that patients who develop         

TMD after a motor vehicle accident respond less well to          

treatment9. 

 

Sixty percent of patients with TMD post MVA suffer from          

affective disorders compared to 14% in those with TMD and          

no MVA10. 

 

TMD patients with whiplash score higher on somatic        

complaints questionnaires and only improved in muscle       

tenderness, while the non - whiplash patients showed        

improvement in all categories including headache11. TMD       

patients with whiplash injury also showed decreased       

functional efficacy and an increase in symptoms of post         

-traumatic stress disorder12 as well as more widespread body         

pain13.  
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Little or no association between whiplash injury and TMD has          

been shown in a number of studies14 while one study has           

shown that post trauma TMD pain was not very noticeable in           

either patients with whiplash or ankle injury15. 

Arthroscopic examination of patients with TMD post       

whiplash injury showed no specific findings16. 

Litigation may be a factor in the association of TMD and           

whiplash. Some studies have shown a positive association        

either in prolongation of symptoms or in treatment        

outcome17,18, while others have not19,20. 
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Occlusion and TMD 

 

The etiology of TMD is considered to be multifactorial. As it is            

actually an umbrella term for a number of different         

conditions, this is not surprising. 

 

Which factors are involved is still not clear. This is so in            

studies of populations and for individual patients. 

 

From the OPPERA studies, a number of risk factors, or factors           

involved in the development of TMD, have been uncovered.         

Occlusion does not appear to play a major role. 

 

A number of uncertainties surround TMD, of which one is the           

role of occlusion. It provokes arguments between those that         

claim it as a major factor and those saying it is not. 

 

The contribution of malocclusion to the prediction of TMJ         

clicking was found to be minimal with no clinical significance1          
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and occlusal factors show low predictive value for Anterior         

Disk Displacements2. It is not possible to predict future TMD          

in either the presence or the absence of malocclusion3. 

 

There was no association between signs and symptoms and         

Angle classification, type of bite or facial pattern4 while a role           

for Angle class asymmetry has not been found5. 

 

Thus, there is no evidence to hypothesize a major role for           

occlusion in the pathophysiology of TMD6,7, nor does there         

appear to be a role for functional occlusion8. 

 

In this regard, Turp et al. have pointed out that the positive            

effect of dental splints, if found, is not necessarily due to an            

occlusal effect9. 

Some studies do suggest a limited role for occlusion. Thus a           

tight locked occlusion may be associated with signs and         

symptoms of TMD but the authors stress this requires further          

rigorous studies10 as does another which suggests that the         
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only occlusal parameter that was associated with TMD was         

excessive overjet. This in an article that finds that the role of            

occlusal factors is small11. 

 

Other limited studies do suggest a role for occlusion but this           

did not appear very strong12. 

 

Finally in a systematic review, Manfredini et al. reiterate the          

lack of a role for occlusion in the pathophysiology and urge           

the abandonment of this paradigm13. 

 

A possible explanation for these contradictory findings may        

be suggested by using an analogy from peripheral        

sensitization. Now a good example of the effect of peripheral          

sensitization is that of touch. Normally, if we touch our          

forearm, we do not feel pain. However, if the skin in the area             

is sunburnt, and we touch the same area, we will feel pain. 
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It may be that the perceived connection between occlusion         

and painful TMD is through central sensitization where a         

normal state becomes a factor. 
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TMD and Central Sensitization 

 

TMD is defined as a group of disorders of the          

temporomandibular joint and its musculature. It is the most         

common non – dental pain condition in the orofacial region. 

 

Approximately 33% of the general population show more        

than one cardinal sign and symptom. Five percent will         

actively seek treatment. Females in the child bearing years         

appear to predominate. 

 

These patients often present with additional/other functional       

painful co- morbid conditions such as Irritable Bowel        

Syndrome, Fibromyalgia, ME, Dysmenorrhoea, chronic     

Headache, lower pelvic pain1,2. 

 

This co – morbidity has a negative effect on both diagnosis           

and treatment outcome of these patients3 
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TMD patients reported an average of 1.7 co – morbid pain           

conditions compared to only 0.3 by non – TMD subjects4. 

 

The Odds Ratio for multiple co – morbid pain conditions is           

higher in TMD patients compared to non – TMD controls4. 

 

The common link here may well be central sensitization.  

 

This involves amplification of ascending pain pathways in the         

brain and spinal chord and/or dysfunction of descending        

inhibitory pathways5. 

 

This may occur via peripheral sensitization, genetic,       

epigenetic and cultural inputs6. 

 

The scheme below illustrates some of the many possible         

pathways: 
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An useful analogy for central sensitization is that of a          

microphone when the volume is turned up. If the gain is too            

great, normal speaking produces a screech. This is what         

happens in central sensitization, pain is not modulated as         

normal. 

 

Central sensitization can be determined by genetic and        

biochemical analysis. It can also be examined by quantitative         

sensory testing including conditioned pain modulation7,8,      

although this has not been found in some studies9. 
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We can illustrate the influence of genes on central         

sensitization with the next few examples. 

 

The COMT gene with a SNP that substitutes a valine molecule           
with a methionine at amino acid 158 leads to a lowering of            
the pain threshold. 

 

The OPPERA studies have shown that the effect of stress on           
pain is also mediated by SNP’s in the COMT gene 

 

Non – coding RNA’s also play a part in central sensitization.           
The scheme below illustrates one of the pathways from         
peripheral inflammation and nerve damage to chronic pain        
via non – coding RNA. 
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Proposed model for the mechanism by which microRNAs               

(miRNAs) contribute to chronic inflammatory and neuropathic             

pain11. 

In female TMD patients, monocytes, isolated during the        

follicular phase of the menstrual cycle and challenged by the          

TLR4 ligand lipopolysaccharide, expressed more interleukin 6       

and this was related to pain intensity. In addition, introducing          

estradiol increased this effect. This effect may occur via         

central sensitization12. 

 

The chronic pain of the triad, irritable bowel syndrome, TMD          

and inflammation appears to be dependent on estradiol, at         

least in experiments on rats. This would also suggest central          

sensitization13. 

 

Referring back to the earlier scheme, we can see that central           

sensitization is provoked via many different mechanisms,       

some at least are involved in painful TMD. 
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In clinical studies the relationship of TMD to co – morbid pain            

conditions is ascribed to central sensitization. We have        

shown in a study following headache and system severity         

scores as treatment of TMD progressed, that there is a linear           

relation between TMD symptom severity and headache       

severity. We could possibly interpret this as more than a          

casual association and rather an effect of central        

sensitization. See the figure below  

 

 

Symptom severity 

 

 

Headache scores 

 

Although it is difficult in a clinical setting to send these           

patients for genetic analysis or quantitative sensory testing,        

we can check for a possible central sensitization effect by          

asking the patient if they have had any of the pain conditions            
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noted in the table below. 

 

 

If the answer is yes, this should make us more cautious in            

interpreting diagnostic data and in assessing treatment       

outcome. 
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Conclusion 

Temporomandibular disorder is a blanket term for a number         

of different conditions. It would therefore be reasonable to         

suppose there is not just one causative factor for all of these.            

We are unsure of which factors are involved both in terms of            

populations and individually although studies such as the        

OPPERA study have elucidated some of these. 

 

This has led to many anecdotal opinions and unsupported         

notions on the etiology and treatment. 

 

Here we have tried to give an evidence based explanation of           

some of the areas of controversy in the hope that it may aid             

in the management of these patients and allow us to dispel           

some of the myths that these patients are led to believe in. 
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